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“You wouldn't just decide to forget 
about recovering the black box after an 
air crash. So why should it be thought 
so strange to want to learn from every 
accident in health care.”

Sir Liam Donaldson 2001

adverse event















◦ Patient family centred care is a building block 
of a safety environment

◦ Build the relationship between patients/family 
and providers lets patient/family members be 
active partners

◦ Having patient/family partners involved in 
designing policies, processes, education etc to 
help determine and carry out incident 
management 





 Disclosure: timely, compassionate and simple 
words  (avoid second harm)

 Acknowledge

 Apologize

 Act to make changes

 “In time they might forget the words you said, 
but they will never forget how it made them 
feel.”              

 Maya Angelou



 Family members are likely to be with the 
patient at bedside more than staff.

 They will be able to provide information 
on what happened between the provider 
contacts, changes in data, etc.

 They will need preparation and support 
through the fact finding



 The time is right to consider putting a 
trained patient representative on the 
investigation team

• Training in systems theory, human factors 
and patient safety concepts

 They will bring a patient perspective that the 
others will likely not

 It’s not enough to say, “we are all patients, 
we can address that perspective”



 Patient and family members

 Providers (prevent second 
victims)

“Together we cried with each other, we 
taught each other things we didn’t 
know and we are now friends.”

Eugenio Martinez
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Phone: (780) 422 1812

“A smart man learns from 
his own mistakes...
a wise man learns from the 
mistakes of others.”

Chesley B. ‘Sully’ 
Sullenberger
Miracle on the 
Hudson
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